
Dalton Rifle and Gun Club 
 

PO Box 31 Dalton 3236   

 

February 2019 

Email: wtf@edelnet.co.za 

DRGC Banking Details:  FNB branch code 250655  Cheque  Acc #  62760278757   Ref: your name 

Score Board 

Cost of Shoots 

Field Shoot : 50 clays  

R350 with ammo | R180 without ammo 

Trap Shoot : 25 clays 

R150 with ammo  | R50 without ammo 

Non Members :  

R400 per shoot incl. ammo (50) R200 per shoot excl. ammo.  

Centre–fire CHASA shoots R50.00 per shoot extra. 

Rim–fire CHASA shoots are R20.00 per shoot extra. 

Membership fee:  R500.00 per annum 

Sporting 

Richard Manning 42 

Jock Stride, Quinn 

Klusener 38 

Gary Gillon, Walter 

Fortmann, Deon 

Meyer 33 

  
The 3rd annual Schulz Attorneys sponsored shoot was well attend by DRGC members 

and a few invited quests. A huge thank you to Schulz Attorneys and the Schulz family 

for hosting us on their estate for a wonderful day of shooting.  

 

The shoot consisted of a 50 clay field setup. Having it set up in a different 

environment made some of the shots much more challenging than the usual setup 

around the DRGC club. A big thank you to Ralf and Leon Schulz for preparing the 

terrain and setting up the range. 

 

 We are very appreciative of the ladies 

who spoilt the shooters with a superb 

meal afterwards.  
Next shoots: see page 2 



Reminder of the Kings Cup Team Shoot to take place on the 16th March. 22LR CHASA format. Teams of 4. 

 

The Club AGM will be held on the 30th March 2019. We will start with a 25 round clays shoot (R200 incl. 

ammo : R100 excl. ammo). The AGM will follow after the shoot. To be followed by the “fines” braai. 
Hopefully all will pay up for their sins. 

 

Klipp Brothers Trophy date has been changed. Will now take place on the 25th  May . Details to follow 

closer to the time. Centre Fire Rifle gongs at longer ranges. Teams of 4. 

Waidmannsheil came 15 out of 25 teams 

at the Blaser shoot on Saturday afternoon 






